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A

tomic clocks are advancing the frontier
of measurement science, enabling tabletop
searches for dark matter and physics beyond the Standard Model (1–4), as well as
providing innovative quantum technologies for other branches of science (5). Onedimensional (1D) optical lattice clocks provide
a many-particle optical frequency reference that,
together with advances in optical local oscillators, has led to record clock stability (6, 7) and
the accompanying ability to evaluate systematic shifts with greater accuracy than ever before
(8–12). However, the need to avoid atomic interactions places increasingly challenging engineering constraints on 1D optical lattice systems
(13–15). A 3D optical lattice was used in (16) to
suppress atomic interactions in a clock based on
a thermal gas of bosons. As the next step, the tools
developed for quantum gas research (17–21) can
be used to prepare metrologically useful quantum
matter, combining the benefits of single-particle
quantum state control and correlated many-particle
systems.
We used these tools to implement a 3D optical
lattice clock with a degenerate Fermi gas. In this
configuration, the number of atoms can in principle be scaled by orders of magnitude, whereas
strong interactions prevent systematic errors associated with high atomic density. Specifically,
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we loaded a two-spin degenerate Fermi gas into
the ground band of a 3D optical lattice in the
Mott insulating regime, where interactions are
responsible for a suppression of doubly occupied
sites (18, 19, 21). This enabled us to maximize
atomic density while greatly suppressing collisional frequency shifts. For our coldest samples,
the number of doubly occupied sites was suppressed by orders of magnitude relative to the
expected value for a noninteracting gas (22). For
any residual atoms in doubly occupied sites, the
enhanced interaction energy in a 3D lattice ensures that their transitions are well resolved
from the unperturbed clock transitions for atoms
in singly occupied sites. Consequently, we were
able to operate at a density above 1013 atoms/cm3,
three orders of magnitude greater than in previous lattice clock experiments (10).
Laser cooling followed by optical pumping
to the mF = ±9/2 stretched nuclear spin states
(where mF is the projection of the total angular momentum F along the quantization axis)
produced a two-spin Fermi gas with an initial
phase space density of 0.1 in a crossed optical
dipole trap (XODT). Evaporative cooling to degeneracy proceeded by exponentially decreasing
the trap depth in a 7-s, two-stage ramp (23, 24).
For different measurement goals, we optimized
particular final parameters such as temperature (10 to 60 nK) and number of atoms (104 to
105). The temperature T and Fermi temperature
TF were determined from a fit of a freely expanding gas to the Fermi-Dirac distribution,
giving T/TF = 0.2 to 0.3.
The atoms were then adiabatically loaded
from the XODT into the ground band of a 3D
optical lattice. We experimentally verified adiabaticity by measuring that T/TF did not increase
by more than 10% after round-trip loading back
into the XODT. As the lattice depth rose, the
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where Dks,v,t are the scalar, vector, and tensor shift
coefficients, respectively; x is the lattice light ellipticity; and ^e k and ^e B are unit vectors along the
lattice beam wave vector and magnetic field quantization axis, respectively (26, 27 ). The parameter
b can be expressed as b ¼ ð3cos2 q  1Þ½3m2F 
F ðF þ 1Þ, where q is the angle between the nearly
linear lattice polarization and ^e B .
We achieved state-independent trapping by
operating the lattice at the combined scalar and
tensor magic frequency and ensuring that the
vector shift was zero (10, 28). Linearly polarized
lattice light (x = 0) suppressed the vector shift,
and the tensor shift was minimally sensitive to
drifts in q by using polarizations either parallel
(q = 0°) or perpendicular (q = 90°) to the quantization axis. The frequency of the trapping light
was then tuned to adjust the scalar shift so that
it precisely canceled the tensor component. The
q = 0° configuration has been thoroughly studied
in 1D lattice clocks (10, 28). For the 3D lattice,
^ Þ and vertical ð^z Þ lattice
we set the horizontal ð^
x; y
polarizations to be parallel and perpendicular
to ^e B , respectively (Fig. 1A). The two polarization
configurations had distinct magic frequencies
owing to their different tensor shifts.
We measured the magic frequencies for the vertical and horizontal lattice beams. A continuouswave Ti:sapphire laser was used for the lattice
light because of its low incoherent background
(29). The absolute frequency of the lattice laser
was traceable to the coordinated universal time
scale maintained at NIST through an optical frequency comb. For a given lattice laser frequency,
we measured the differential ac Stark shift using
four interleaved digital servos that locked the
clock laser frequency to the atomic resonance for
alternating high and low lattice intensities and
mF = ±9/2 spin states (8, 10, 28). From the data
1 of 4
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Strontium optical lattice clocks have the potential to simultaneously interrogate millions of
atoms with a high spectroscopic quality factor of 4 × 1017. Previously, atomic interactions
have forced a compromise between clock stability, which benefits from a large number
of atoms, and accuracy, which suffers from density-dependent frequency shifts. Here we
demonstrate a scalable solution that takes advantage of the high, correlated density of a
degenerate Fermi gas in a three-dimensional (3D) optical lattice to guard against on-site
interaction shifts. We show that contact interactions are resolved so that their contribution
to clock shifts is orders of magnitude lower than in previous experiments. A synchronous
clock comparison between two regions of the 3D lattice yields a measurement precision of
5 × 10–19 in 1 hour of averaging time.

increasing role of interactions relative to tunneling suppressed multiple occupancies in the Mott
insulating regime. At the final lattice depths of
40 to 100 Erec, where Erec is the lattice photon
recoil energy, the Lamb-Dicke requirement was
satisfied for clock light along all directions (25).
Spectroscopy was performed on the 698-nm
1
S 0 ðjg; mF iÞ ↔ 3 P 0 ðje; mF iÞ clock transition. The
^ lattice beam
clock laser propagating along the x
was used for precision spectroscopy (Fig. 1A),
whereas an oblique clock laser enabled a systematic characterization of the lattice by means
of motional sideband spectroscopy (Fig. 1B). The
absence of observable red-detuned sidebands demonstrated that the atoms were predominantly
loaded into the ground band of the 3D lattice.
A long-standing question has been whether
the overall ac Stark shift in a 3D lattice can be
managed to allow state-of-the-art narrow-line
clock spectroscopy. We implemented a solution
to this challenge, inspired by the proposal in (26).
The differential ac Stark shift from the lattice
trapping beams at a particular trap depth U 0
can be expressed in terms of its scalar, vector,
and tensor components as
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shown in Fig. 1C, we determined that the vertical (q = 90°) and horizontal (q = 0°) magic frequencies were 368.554839(5) and 368.554499(8)
THz, respectively, in agreement with (10, 28, 29).
From these two magic frequencies, we found that
the scalar magic frequency was 368.554726(4)
THz, in agreement with (29).
Because there are only two q configurations
with a stable tensor shift, in a 3D lattice, two
of the three lattice beams will necessarily have
the same magic frequency. However, the frequencies of all lattice beams must be offset to
avoid interference, which is known to cause heating in ultracold quantum gas experiments (30).
We chose our two horizontal beams to have
the same polarization and operated them with
equal and opposite detunings (±2.5 MHz) from
their magic frequency, giving equal and opposite ac Stark shifts from the two beams. From
the slopes in Fig. 1C, we determined that for a
10% imbalance in trap depths, detuning the two
horizontal beams ±2.5 MHz from their magic
frequency would result in a systematic shift of
<1 × 10–18, the exact magnitude of which can be
measured to much better accuracy.
Another issue resulting from our 3D geometry is that one lattice beam must operate with
^e k  ^e B ¼ 1, which can give rise to a vector ac
Stark shift owing to residual circular polarization. The vertical (^z ) beam has this configuration, and we measured a vector shift of 3 ×
10–18 × mF/Erec (22), corresponding to an ellipticity
of x = 0.007 (26). In contrast, the horizontal beams
^ Þ with ^e k  ^e B ¼ 0 enjoy an additional level
ð^
x; y
of vector shift suppression. Because the clock operates by locking to alternating opposite spin
states, the net vector shift can be removed.
In the ground band of the lattice, each site
can be occupied by either one atom or two atoms
with opposite nuclear spin. Tight confinement in
the 3D lattice gives rise to strong interactions
on doubly occupied sites. We label the two-

the ground band of the lattice. (C) Determination of the magic frequencies
^ Þ and vertical ð^
for the horizontal ð^
x; y
z Þ lattices, with mF = ±9/2. The
measured frequency shift (filled circles with 1s error bars) is scaled by the
difference in trap depths between the high and low lattice intensities (22).
Linear fits to the data are shown by opaque lines, with 1s statistical uncertainties
shown as shaded regions. The difference in the slopes is caused by trapping
potential inhomogeneities that do not affect the determination of the magic
frequencies (1s uncertainties indicated by the vertical shaded regions).
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Fig. 2. Resolved atomic contact interactions. (A) Clock spectroscopy data for a two-spin Fermi
gas in the mF = ±9/2 stretched states for a 500-mG magnetic field, where a small fraction of the
lattice sites contain both spin states. All transitions are saturated. The jgg; mF ; m′F i → jeg u ; mF ; m′F i
transition is absent owing to its vanishing dipole matrix element at small magnetic fields. Inset, level
diagram at zero magnetic field. (B) Calculated detunings for transitions on singly and doubly
occupied sites (22). The solid lines correspond to transitions on singly occupied (orange) and doubly
occupied (red and blue) sites with mF = ±9/2. Transitions on doubly occupied sites for arbitrary
mF and clock laser polarization lie within the shaded regions. At our operating magnetic field of
500 mG, all resonances for doubly occupied sites are well resolved from the clock transitions.

particle eigenstates of the two-orbital interaction
′
 jsi, jeg þ ;
Hamiltonian as jgg; mp
F ;ﬃﬃm
ﬃ F i ¼ jggi

2

jsi,
jeg
;
mF ; m′F i ¼
mF ;m′F i¼ðjegiþjgeiÞ=
pﬃﬃﬃ
ðjegijgeiÞ= 2  jti, and jee;mF ;m′F i ¼ jeei  jsi
with corresponding energies Ugg, Ueg þ , Ueg  , and
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Uee (31–34). Here jsi and jti represent the
singlet and triplet wave functions for the two
spins, mF and m′F . An applied magnetic bias
field mixes the jeg þ ; mF ; m′F i and jeg  ; mF ; m′F i
states owing to a difference between the Landé
2 of 4
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Fig. 1. 3D optical lattice configuration and motional state characterization. (A) Schematic showing the propagation direction (large arrows)
and polarization (double arrows) of the 3D lattice and clock laser beams. The
quantization axis is defined by the magnetic field B. The narrow-line clock
laser used for precision spectroscopy is phase-stabilized to lattice ^x. The oblique
clock laser is used to drive motional sidebands along all three lattice axes.
(B) Motional sideband spectroscopy using the oblique clock laser shows no
observable red sidebands (SBs), illustrating that atoms are predominantly in
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although using different 3D lattice geometries is
a promising approach for canceling these shifts
(38, 39). Exploring different strategies for accurately measuring and eliminating dipolar frequency shifts will be a fruitful avenue of future study.
With atomic interactions and lattice ac Stark
shifts controlled, we demonstrate the longest
coherence times in atom-light interactions.
Figure 3 shows a progression of Ramsey fringes
with free evolution times from 100 ms to 6 s,
beyond what has been demonstrated in 1D
^ lattice beam
lattice clocks (10, 15, 40). The x
was operated at a depth (>80Erec) sufficient to
prevent atoms from tunneling along the clock
laser axis during the 6-s free evolution period.
Spectroscopy was performed on a spin-polarized
sample, prepared by first exciting jg; 9=2i →
je; 9=2i, then removing all ground state atoms
by means of resonant 1S0↔1P1 light. Our longest
observed coherence time approached the limit
of our clock laser based on its noise model (41)
and the 12.7-s dead time between measurements.
For the demonstration of Ramsey fringes at longer free evolution times, maintaining atom-light
phase coherence will require a substantial reduction in fundamental thermal noise from the
optical local oscillator. Additionally, the observation of narrower lines will require magnetic
field control below the 100-mG level. The contrast of the observed Ramsey fringes was likely
limited by lattice light causing both dephasing
over the atomic sample and excited-state population decay. The external harmonic confine-

ment of the lattice beams limited the size of the
Mott insulating region in the center of the trap
to ~2 × 104 atoms. We maximized the number
of singly occupied sites in the center of the trap
by operating with 1 × 104 atoms at a temperature of 15 nK.
The combination of large numbers of atoms
and a long atom-light coherence time enabled
by this system opens the possibility of improving
the quantum projection noise (QPN) limit on
clock stability by more than an order of magnitude over the current state of the art (10, 40).
The QPN limit for Ramsey spectroscopy is
sQPN ðtÞ¼
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where n is the clock frequency, TR is the free
evolution time, Td is the dead time, and t is the
total averaging time. Typically, optical clocks
operate at a stability above this limit owing to
the Dick effect (42). However, operation at or near
the QPN limit has recently been demonstrated in
a number of different systems; common-mode
rejection of clock laser noise has been achieved
through synchronous interrogation of two independent atomic ensembles (6, 43) and two separated ions in a single ion trap (44), whereas
interleaved interrogation of two clocks with zero
dead time has enabled continuous monitoring of
the clock laser phase (40).
Here we demonstrate synchronous clock comparison between two spatially separated atomic
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Fig. 3. Narrow-line clock spectroscopy. Ramsey spectroscopy data (black filled circles) taken
with 1 × 104 atoms at 15 nK for free evolution times of (A) 100 ms, (B) 1 s, (C) 4 s, and (D) 6 s,
using 10-ms p/2 pulse times. Red lines show sinusoidal fits. With contact interactions and ac Stark
shifts controlled in a 3D lattice, we can measure fringes at an unprecedented 6-s free evolution
time with a density of more than 1013 atoms/cm3.
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g-factors of the two orbitals. We label the new eigenstates of the combined interaction and Zeeman
Hamiltonian jeg u ; mF ; m′F i and jeg d ; mF ; m′F i.
Clock light resonantly couples the ground state
jgg; mF ; m′F i only to the states jeg u;d ; mF ; m′F i.
The energies Ueg þ and Ueg  differ from Ugg on the
h·kilohertz scale, where h is the Planck constant,
resulting in transitions on doubly occupied sites
that are well resolved from the single-atom clock
transitions and strong suppression of two-photon
transitions to the jee; mF ; m′F i state. In 1D optical lattice clocks, interaction shifts are less than
clock transition Rabi frequencies; in 2D clocks,
interaction shifts and Rabi frequencies are comparable (35). In contrast, the interaction shifts
in a 3D lattice are 103 times the clock transition
Rabi frequency. Although for normal clock operation, we loaded at most one atom per site, to
measure contact interactions, we increased the
final Fermi temperature so that a small fraction of lattice sites were filled with two atoms
in the jgg; mF ; m′F i state. Figure 2A shows clock
spectroscopy for a magnetic field B = 500 mG.
At this field, p-polarized clock light produced
a negligible transition amplitude to the jeg u ;
mF ; m′F i state thanks to destructive interference
between the two oppositely signed transition
dipole moments for the stretched states. Therefore, we observed excitation to the jeg d ; mF ; m′F i
state (red) and no excitation to the jeg u ; mF ; m′F i
state (blue).
Clock operation predominantly probes atoms
in singly occupied sites, with only a negligible
systematic shift due to line pulling caused by
transitions from the few atoms in doubly occupied sites. For a comprehensive study of line
pulling from doubly occupied sites, we used our
measurements of Ueg   Ugg and Ueg þ  Ugg at
B = 0 to calculate the spectrum of all transitions
on doubly occupied sites as a function of B (Fig.
2B) (22). We accounted for imperfect clock laser polarization and residual spin populations
0
by considering transitions to all jeg u;d ; mF ; mF i
states for both linearly and circularly polarized
light, as indicated in the shaded regions in Fig.
2B. At intermediate magnetic fields, transitions
from doubly occupied sites can cross clock transitions and potentially cause substantial frequency
shifts. However, this is avoided if B is kept sufficiently low. At our chosen bias field of 500 mG
(8, 10), transitions on doubly occupied sites were
at least 500 Hz away. From a 1% upper bound on
residual transition amplitudes, we estimated the
fractional frequency shift caused by line pulling from doubly occupied sites to be below 1 ×
10–24 for 1-Hz linewidths (22). We also calculated the fractional frequency shifts coming from
superexchange interactions (36) between neighboring sites at typical lattice depths and found
them to be below 1 × 10–22.
Although on-site interaction shifts can be
eliminated in 3D lattice clocks, atoms may also
interact through long-range electric dipole forces,
which can lead to many-body effects such as
collective frequency shifts, superradiance, and
subradiance (37). At unit filling, clock shifts from
dipolar interactions could reach the 10–18 level,
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ensembles in the 3D lattice. The regions, represented by the blue and orange spheres in Fig.
1A, are rectangular cross sections separated
from one another by >6 mm, each containing
3000 atoms. After a TR = 4 s Ramsey sequence,
we performed absorption imaging on the 1S0 ↔
1
P1 transition with a 1-mm imaging resolution to
independently measure the excitation fractions
P1 and P2 in the two respective regions. Although
most clock shifts are common-mode–suppressed
between the two regions, the slightly elliptical
polarization of the ^z lattice beam produces a
differential vector Stark shift of a few millihertz
between the two regions. We measured this effect by probing the jg; 1=2i → je; 1=2i clock transition. The shift manifests itself as a fixed phase
between the signals P1 and P2. Plotting P1 versus
P2 (Fig. 4A, inset) allows us to extract this differential shift in a manner independent of the
clock laser noise through either ellipse fitting
(45) or Bayesian estimation (46). The QPN is uncorrelated between the two independently detected regions and thus limits the precision of the
extracted phase shift. In 2.2 hours of averaging,
we measured a shift of 5.56(15) mHz, p
correspondﬃﬃ
ing to an instability of 3:1  1017 = t (Fig. 4A)
and a measurement precision of 3.5 × 10–19 (Fig.
4B). To observe the scaling of measurement precision with the number of atoms, we reduced the
number of atoms by a factor of p
3 ﬃﬃand
observed
ﬃ
an increase in QPN noise by 3 (red dashed
line in Fig. 4A).
By using larger lattice beam waists, our design
can accommodate even greater numbers of atoms,
which, combined with reduced preparation time
of degenerate gases and increased atomic coherence in the lattice, should enable the operation
of synchronous
comparisons at better than the
pﬃﬃ
1018 = t level, leading to a new generation of
Campbell et al., Science 358, 90–94 (2017)

precision measurement tools, including spacebased gravitational wave detectors (47). Reaching such performance is extremely challenging
for 1D optical lattice clocks, because collisional
effects force a compromise between interrogation time and the number of atoms that can be
simultaneously interrogated (10, 15).
With quantum-degenerate atoms frozen into
a 3D lattice, we can further advance the state
of the art in coherent atom-light interactions
with the next generation of ultrastable optical
reference cavities based on crystalline materials
(48–50). Quantum-degenerate clocks also provide
a promising platform for studying many-body
physics. Future studies of dipolar interactions
will not only be necessary for clock accuracy, but
will also provide insight into long-range quantum spin systems in a regime distinct from those
explored by polar molecules (51, 52), Rydberg
gases (53, 54), and highly magnetic atoms (55–58).
When clocks ultimately confront the natural linewidth of the atomic frequency reference, degenerate Fermi gases may be useful for engineering
longer coherence times through Pauli blocking
of spontaneous emission (59) or collective radiative effects (39, 60).
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Fig. 4. Synchronous clock comparison. (A) The Allan deviation of the differential frequency
shift between two independent regions of the 3D lattice, each having 3000 atoms (blue filled circles).
pﬃﬃ
The blue solid line shows an instability of 3.1 × 1017 = t. The frequency difference is determined
through a Bayesian estimation algorithm that determines the eccentricity of the ellipse of the
parametric plot of P1 versus P2 (inset, 420 runs). When the number of atoms is reduced to 1000 in
pﬃﬃﬃ
each region, the instability increases by 3 (red filled circles and red dashed line). The error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals, assuming white frequency noise. (B) A histogram of the
measured frequency differences for an averaging time of 2.2 hours and 3000 atoms. The fitted
Gaussian gives a fractional frequency difference of 129.6(3.5) × 10–19.
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Making a denser optical lattice clock
Some of today's most advanced clocks are made up of large numbers of atoms lined up in a one-dimensional
(1D) optical lattice. The numbers improve clock stability, but atomic interactions can limit accuracy. Campbell et al.
loaded their fermionic strontium atoms into a 3D optical lattice. The low temperatures and strong interactions ensured
that the atoms avoided one another, resulting in a neat pattern where each lattice site was occupied by exactly one atom.
This ordering reduced the influence of interactions on the clock's accuracy, whereas the high density of atoms enabled
by the 3D geometry improved the precision.
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